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private information or dangers to users. Third, many IoT
applications have reliability, robustness, and latency
requirements, which exceed the current design of wireless
communication, and cloud computing. Fourth, since IoT
requires processing of large amounts of data from numerous
devices, hardware design for IoT applications needs to be not
only flexible and adaptive but also highly energy-efficient.

Abstract—The Internet of Thing (IoT) is experiencing
explosive growth in the number of devices and applications.
However, the existing cloud-centric architecture of IoT poses
serious challenges regarding network latency, privacy, and
energy-efficiency. We have presented COGNICOM+ concept, a
brain-inspired software-hardware paradigm, to support IoT’s
future growth and developed 4 research directions – flexible
radio, convolutional neural network accelerator, compressed
deep learning, and game theory for reasoning and collaboration –
within COGNICOM+. The key idea is to bring computing closer
to the end-user while focusing on optimal uses of local smart
application gateway and cloud computing. COGNICOM+
consists of two key components: Cognitive Engine (CE) and
Smart Connectivity (SC). The cognitive engine is powered by
deep-learning algorithms integrated with game-theoretic decision
analytics, implemented on a low-power application-specific
integrated circuit. It provides cognitive functions to smart
objects. The smart connectivity integrates neural network
inspired designs of cognitive radio, transceivers, and baseband
processors. The SC provides flexible and reliable connections to
IoT objects and optimally distributes communication resources.

In the current architecture of IoT, cloud computing
provides the virtual infrastructure for data collection, analysis,
visualization, and service delivery. With the growing number
of billions of IoT devices, there will be a great demand on
cloud Data Centers (DCs), resulting in massive energy
expenditure and emission of CO2. Today, the DCs are already
responsible for about 2% of global greenhouse gas emissions, a
similar share to aviation. In 2007, the DCs consumed on the
order of 330bn kWh, equivalent to the entire electricity demand
of the UK. This demand is projected to triple or quadruple by
2020 and accounts for 1.5-2% of all global electricity demand
at a growing rate of 12% per year [5].
Many IoT applications, such as smart vehicular traffic
management system, smart driving, and smart grid require realtime and low-latency services. If the processing, computation,
and storage of the enormous amount of data are performed only
within DCs, the massive data traffic generated from IoT
devices will result in network bottlenecks and affect the
performance of all IoT applications. With respect to the last
challenge, recently Cisco proposed the concept of Fog
computing [6] to bring cloud computing closer to the end user
by transforming as much as possible data into action at the
network edge. The recent work in [7] shows that in the context
of IoT with a high number of latency-sensitive applications
Fog computing outperforms traditional cloud computing
paradigms.
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connectivity; deep learning; CNN accelerator; compressed CNN;
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the next decades, Internet of Things (IoT), the
interconnected networks of physical objects embedded with
electronics, software, sensors, and connectivity will
revolutionize how we work, live, exercise, entertain, and travel.
IoT is experiencing explosive growth in both quantities (20.8
billion IoT devices by 2020 [1]) and utility with increasingly
important applications in healthcare, military operations,
transportation, and urban planning [2]. However, IoT faces
several major growing challenges. First, incorporating
appropriate intelligence and smart connectivity into IoT objects
requires a computing paradigm that exceeds the current
computing capabilities of smart phones and portables [3]. In
particular, the cognitive computation emulating some of the
brain's abilities has the potential to transform mobility by
spurring innovation around an entirely new class of
applications with sensory capabilities at incredibly low power
levels [4]. Second, ensuring privacy, security, and safety of IoT
applications is critically important, as IoT devices are
susceptible to external attacks that can cause either leak of
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In this paper, we present research directions to address
those challenges, providing a complement solution to cloud
computing. The proposed concept, COGNICOM+, is a hybrid
architecture powered by Cognitive Engine (CE) and Smart
Connectivity (SC) that facilitates optimal use of both local
smart application gateways and cloud computing.
COGNICOM+ shares some common features with the Fog
computing concept in terms of bringing computing closer to
the end user, however with one key difference: where
computation occurs will be decided by the CE to maximize
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utility, reliability, and privacy, while minimizing latency and
energy expenditures of the entire IoT networks.

autonomously collaborate to sense the local RF landscape,
reason about how to avoid interference and exploit
opportunities to achieve efficient use of the available spectrum.
In this way, the SC enables scaling of network capacity, low
latency, flexibility, spectrum and energy efficiency, and high
reliability.

II. COGNICOM+ CONCEPT
The COGNICOM+ concept, briefly presented in [8], is
depicted in Fig. 1. At the heart of the CE are deep-learning
algorithms organically integrated with advanced gametheoretic decision analytics to supply cognitive functions for
selective smart objects as well as the entire IoT application. An
equally important feature of COGNICOM+ is the SC, which
enables seamless, energy-efficient and reliable connection to
the cloud, smart-objects, and other IoT devices and sensors.

III. COGNICOM+ IMPLEMENTATION
The IoT hybrid architecture shown in Fig. 2 is inspired by a
past trend in mobile communication, where base stations
became smaller, less expensive, and more capable over time
(micro-cells, pico-cells, and femto-cells). The idea is to move
away from cloud computing and Fog computing and to
leverage local computing whenever possible. This not only
reduces costs, boosts capacity, reduces latency, and speeds up
network expansion, but also enhances privacy, security, and
reliability of the network. It also improves the sustainable
development of the IoT ecosystem. In order to do so, the key
enabler is the smart application gateway (SAG), which should
be able to perform many tasks that are currently relegated to
cloud computing. In addition to its traditional functionalities,
SAG will also (1) collect, classify and integrate data; (2)
interpret data to generate appropriate responses; and (3)
perform adequate actions. The majority of data will be stored
and processed in local databases. The interpretation of the data
will be performed by the CE, whose deep-learning algorithms
will be pre-trained using cloud-based computing. The CE will
detect abnormal activities and emergency situations then
directly provide appropriate responses. Responsible for timely
response services, it decides which data should be sent to the
cloud platform for further analysis and interpretation while
optimizing the distribution of computing and communication
resources. It is also capable of learning to adapt its
functionalities, capabilities, and behavior to the environment
and user in order to achieve predefined objectives.

Fig. 1. COGNICOM+ concept.

The CE concept is an extension of our previous research on
the cognitive radio [9][10] and is defined as an intelligent agent
that manages the cognition tasks. Observation (data collection),
which extracts information and knowledge regarding the
environment or user, is the foundation of learning and
reasoning. The CE then reasons in order to analyze and classify
the situation, determine the appropriate response, and carry out
the adequate decision. Once decisions are made, the CE adapts
and reconfigures its parameters with respect to user-defined
objectives. Since the learning engine evaluates the outcomes of
the decisions, it is responsible for building up knowledge and
context awareness to be exploited in future reasoning phases. It
should be powerful enough to enrich the knowledge base, to
foster the increased efficiency of the reasoning, and to enhance
the decision. As a result, there is a close interaction between
learning, knowledge, reasoning, and decision, which
complement each other to improve the operation of the system
as a whole. The SC enables connections with the cloud and
other objects to amplify the capabilities and the value of the
CE. It is able to connect to every device everywhere and
anytime and will leverage the CE to support Dynamic
Spectrum Access (DSA). To harvest the full capacity out of the
RF spectrum, the SC based on the flexible radio should bring
greater intelligence to avoid interference while maximizing
utility. These radios will be able to collaborate directly with
their peers to derive stable and satisfactory communications for
all. Without strict frequency allocations, by taking the
advantage of deep learning and game theory algorithms
developed in the CE, radio networks should be able to

Fig. 2. Local area computing with smart application gateway.

Most notably, the localized storage and processing of the
majority of large-scale data will reduce the risk of connection
bottleneck. Furthermore, the users can regulate the type and the
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amount of information to be processed on the cloud by defining
their own level of privacy and information sharing. The SC
will provide a reliable and efficient connection through
wireless networks, even in disaster situations by implementing
DSA. The cognitive radio based on deep learning and game
theory is able to establish a connection in any situation and
upgrade to future wireless technologies. At the cloud layer, less
computation will be executed and at the application layer,
services other than timely response service will be provided.

applicable for constant envelope modulation scheme and the
modulated signal bandwidth accuracy strongly depends on
process, voltage and temperature variations. The polar
transmitter uses decomposed phase and envelope signals to
control the power amplifier [13], enabling high power
efficiency and working with an arbitrarily nonlinear output
stage. In contrast, we have to deal with signal mismatch
corrupting the output, sensitivity to the linearity of the
envelope detector, and limit of the phase detector at high
frequency. The PLL-based and polar-based transmitter can take
the advantages of the two architectures [14].

IV. RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
In COGNICOM+, we have identified four main research
directions whose objective is to develop the algorithms
(compressed deep learning and game theory), architectures,
and hardware (flexible radio and deep learning accelerator) to
support the CE and the SC.

Receivers for low power and low data rate connectivity
employ Zero-IF or near Zero-IF architectures due to their high
flexibility, robustness, and integration [15]. However, they
require quadrature LO clock burning a significant amount of
power. To overcome this issue, sliding IF has been proposed
[16], but very careful frequency planning is needed to avoid
imaging issues especially for the multi-band reception. All
these architectures still need a high-resolution back-end ADC,
i.e., 9-10 bit.

A. Flexible Radio
The SC should be able to dynamically switch between a
multitude of radio communication techniques, which include
adaptively changing temporal, spatial, spectral, waveform,
protocol, or other aspects of the communication waveform. The
radio should therefore be very flexible and support not only
multiple standards but also the upcoming ones. A key
bottleneck in the flexible radio has always been and continues
to be the flexible RF transceiver [9] we will focus on in this
section.

The low-speed connectivity to the IoT-connected devices
needs to support multi-standard including Zigbee, Bluetooth
low energy (BTLE), WiFi (Direct, HaLo), and future M2M and
D2D technologies. Therefore, the transceiver should be ultralow power (sub-mW to 1-2 mW) to low power (several to 10
mW) and multi-mode multi-band (e.g. 450MHz / 900MHz /
2.4GHz / 5.0GHz).

For the high speed and wideband receivers, the blocker
tolerant receiver [17] enables 0 dBm blocker tolerant and wide
frequency range of 0.4 - 6.0 GHz at the cost of high power
consumption. The harmonic rejection receiver decreases
blockers at the 3rd and 5th LO harmonics by 30-80 dB rejection
[18] at the cost of high power consumption. Passive mixer first
receiver gains high linearity by removing the low noise
amplifier (LNA) [19]. Recently, noise canceling has been used
in this architecture, allowing 1.8-1.9 dB noise figure [20] at the
cost of lower IIP3 and extra power consumption. All of these
architectures still require a high-performance back-end ADC to
complete the receiver chain from RF to digital. To overcome
this challenge, a direct RF-to-digital receiver called the deltasigma receiver [21] has been proposed by integrating the RF
stages, i.e., the mixer and the LNA into the delta-sigma loop
filter. This results in two main advantages: 1) reduced voltage
swing at the RF nodes, leading to linearity improvement and 2)
an increased delta-sigma loop order which results in a dynamic
range improvement. Continuous-time implementations [22],
along with high power consumption due to the fully active loop
filter, suffer from the quantization noise-folding problem,
which limits the frequency range. In discrete-time
implementations [23], the loop filter operates at the LO
frequency, which drastically increases the design constraints
and power consumption at high LO frequency. Moreover, at
low LO speed, the low oversampling ratio causes a significant
impact on the noise figure. This limits the frequency range of
the architecture to below 4.0 GHz and raises the sensitivity in
low-frequency bands. Furthermore, in all the implemented
delta-sigma receivers, the channel filtering is insufficient,
because of the tight requirement of quantization noise
performance.

For the transmitter, the most common approach is the
direct-conversion architecture [11]. Although it is simple, it
suffers from I/Q mismatch, high power consumption due to
quadrature LO generator and LO pulling issues. The PLLbased transmitter uses PLL modulation to avoid drift of LO
signal [12]. The advantage is its simple baseband processing
and non-quadrature LO generator. However, it is only

In COGNICOM+, our research direction on the flexible
transceiver is based on an ADPLL-based polar
transmitter/RFDAC and a sigma-delta receiver as shown in
Fig. 3. The architecture enables flexibility based on a coarsely
configurable front-end for matching, filtering, power and lownoise amplification, and a finely configurable signal path for
conditioning and down conversion. To fully cover the range of

The smart connectivity manages the connections to the
cloud and to the IoT-connected devices. The connection to the
cloud is high-speed in order to transfer a large amount of
computing information and/or media data. The connection to
the IoT-connected devices can be divided into two categories:
high-speed connections for video stream coming from cameras
and ultra-low power and low-speed connections with
sensors/actuators to transfer measurement and control data.
The high-speed connectivity needs to adopt the wideband
standards such as WiFi/LTE/LTE-A/5G and upcoming
wideband standards, supporting multi bands and scalable
bandwidths. The frequency range starts typically from 400
MHz to profit from the TV white spaces and can go up to 6
GHz to cover the high-frequency band of WiFi. This flexibility
is very crucial for the smart application gateway in order to
enable opportunistic and dynamic spectrum access for highspeed connections.
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frequencies mentioned, at least, 4 rows of such elements are
included, covering 4 frequency bands: 400MHz-800MHz,
800MHz-1.6GHz, 1.6GHz-3.2GHz, and 3.2GHz-6GHz. This
removes the need for custom-designed RF transceivers for each
radio system and allows upgrades to future standards.

sum accumulation, and gating operations; (3) bit precision
quantization and voltage scaling; and (4) binarized neural
networks.
1. Reducing memory fetches: Large CNN models consume
large amounts of energy because the model must be stored in
external DRAM. The DianNao family of architectures is one
of the first post-layout CNN accelerators to address the
memory access bottleneck [32]. DianNao, a customized innerproduct neural processing unit (NPU), exploits high compute
parallelism using direct communication between the NPU
array and local buffers. The dominance of off-chip DRAM
energy motivated the authors to eliminate off-chip DRAM
access by having all weights on-chip (in eDRAM or SRAM).
Origami, one of the first silicon CNN accelerators, extends on
this idea and further reduces energy by using 12 bits instead of
16 bits while operating at an acceptable lower voltage of 0.8V
[33].

Fig. 3. The architecture of flexible transceiver.

B. CNN Accelerator
A large majority of the data carried in the networks are
pixel-based data [24]. Recently, deep learning [25], especially
deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), has achieved
state-of-the-art results in computer vision applications ranging
from the recognition / detection of objects [26][27][28] to
scene understanding [29]. Therefore, deep learning algorithms
are relevant for the CE in COGNICOM+ concept. They have,
however, steadily grown in computational complexity
requiring up to hundreds of megabytes for filter weight storage
and billions of operations per second [26]. The large size of
these CNNs poses both throughput and energy efficiency
challenges to the underlying processing hardware especially in
mobile and embedded devices. Current solutions in developing
CNN Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC)
accelerators (e.g. [30]) focus on two major problems: 1) the
memory bandwidth bottleneck and 2) the high energy cost of
data movement [31].

2. Exploiting data reuse, minimizing partial sum
accumulations, and gating operations: Fortunately, CNNs
inherently have input data reuse properties which can be
exploited in hardware architectural design to optimize data
flow. While previous work exploited convolutional and filter
reuse [34], or implemented local storage to minimize partial
sum accumulation cost [32], Eyeriss introduces a data flow
called row-stationary, to exploit both local data reuse of filter
weights and feature map pixels while minimizing data
movement of partial sum accumulations [35]. The Eyeriss chip
is a silicon CNN implementation of the row-stationary
dataflow to exploit data reuse and further reduces energy by
gating neuron computations to avoid unnecessary reads and
computations caused by the sparsity of the ReLu operation.
3. Bit precision quantization and voltage scaling: As
demonstrated in several notable works [38], quantization and
bit precision reduction can be performed in CNNs without
significant accuracy degradation due to the error resiliency of
the network. The low power CNN processor from [39]
expands on methods of data locality and guarding memory
fetches and operations from [33] and [35], with precision
quantization per layer and voltage scaling methods for
significant energy savings. This highly energy-efficient digital
CNN silicon accelerator consumes only 25-288mW for LeNet5 and AlexNet CNN tasks. Beyond conventional digital
design, exploiting error resiliency of CNNs in energy-efficient
analog/mixed-signal arithmetic [40], low-swing signaling, and
low-voltage storage [41] is also an attractive option for
aggressively lowering energy consumption. Implications of
quantization noise, thermal noise, and bit-flip errors caused by
mixed-signal circuit design on the classification accuracy of
CNNs have been demonstrated in [38].

We focus on CNN ASIC accelerators that target ultra-low
power applications. To achieve high energy efficiency and
reduce the memory bandwidth bottleneck, several recent
efforts have proposed specialized architectures for CNN
operations, which exploit properties such as data parallelism
and parameter reuse to be leveraged at the architecture level
and perform accurately even in the presence of circuit errors
for significant energy savings.
Techniques for improving CNN ASIC energy efficiency
have seen dramatic shifts in design methodologies both at the
algorithmic and hardware level. Divergent efforts in machine
learning (increasing network sizes) versus hardware (ultra-low
power designs) motivated optimizations in reducing memory
fetches [32][33]. This lead to efforts in exploring data flows to
exploit the inherent data parallelism, reuse, and locality
characteristics present in CNNs [34][35] as well as methods
for reducing on-chip memory sizes such as compression and
coding [36][37]. Error resiliency of CNNs motivated work on
quantization and voltage scaling effects on the network
[38][39][40][41], eventually reducing precisions down to
binary weights and activations [42][43]. We outline key
energy-efficient techniques for CNN ASICs: (1) reducing
memory fetches; (2) exploiting data reuse, minimizing partial

4. Binarized CNN ASIC: Recently, a binarized CNN with
weights and activations constrained to +1 and -1 was
introduced with negligible accuracy losses on several CNN
benchmarks [42]. This novel algorithm allows for a drastic
reduction in on-chip storage and I/O requirements and
replaces expensive multiplications with XNORs. YodaNN is a
post-place and route convolutional engine based on binarized
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better result [44]. The state-of-the-art solutions are overparameterized to facilitate convergence during training [45].
Therefore, current implementations of CNNs demand
substantial storage capability, memory bandwidth, and
computational resources, making them prohibitive for
embedded systems [46]. The convolutional layers mainly
consume run time (about 90%) and the densely connected
layers take the majority of the storage (>90%) [46]. Another
issue is their fixed architecture, which cannot be enhanced
during the training phase [47]. To address these problems, we
need to reduce the storage and computation requirements
without reducing the performance while enhancing the
architecture during the training phase. This is motivated by the
non-uniform distributions of weights and activations and the
many redundant connections in CNNs. We outline key
techniques for CNN compression: (1) weight/activation
compression; (2) model compression; and (3) CNN
computation acceleration, especially in convolution layers.

CNNs in UMC 65nm using standard cell memory to extend
voltage operation down to 0.6V [43]. Currently, there is no
published work on silicon BinaryConnect accelerators but it is
expected that future implementations will combine
aforementioned energy saving techniques for a highly energyefficient BinaryConnect CNN ASIC.

1. Weight/activation compression: A trained CNN is
essentially defined by weights. Obviously, compressing the
stored weights by quantization and sharing reduces its memory
size. In [48][49], the pre-trained weights of deep CNNs are
quantized by ternary representation (+1, 0 and -1) and retrained
with 3-bit fixed-point activations. Quantizing the pre-trained
weights is effective in reducing memory size, however, it still
requires high computation of precise pre-training and
additional fine-tuning. The binarized CNN goes further in this
direction by constraining the weights and activations to +1 and
-1, with negligible accuracy losses [42]. In [50][51], the weight
vector quantization is adopted during the training process. A
shared weight codebook for quantization is built up based on
the centroid grouping method and trained during
backpropagation process. The gradients of weights are also
grouped for training the codebook, which reduces
backpropagation computation. The shared weight approach is
also found in HashedNets [52]. The compression of
HashedNets is implemented in the frequency domain by using
a hash function to randomly cluster connection weights. The
same weight value is assigned to all connections within the
same hash bucket. The hash function parameters are learned
through backpropagation training instead of weights. However,
the weight values in the codebook in HashedNets are not built
upon the distribution of weights as the same as those in [51].
Therefore, HashedNets cannot be further compressed using
encoding representation.

Fig. 4. A literature survey compares energy per classification versus top 5
classification error rate for various tasks including MNIST (error rate:0.01),
AlexNet (error rate:0.17), and Stanford Backgrounds Scene Labeling (error
rate:0.29).

In an attempt to capture varying CNN sizes and datasets,
while highlighting the gains in energy efficiency for each
CNN accelerator, we plot energy per classification task versus
prediction error rate in Fig. 4. Note that while there are several
post-layout simulation-based CNN accelerators, we
differentiate between silicon results and post-layout
simulations for comparison since post-layout simulation
results are known to be overly optimistic. In COGNICOM+,
the research direction is to leverage CNN characteristics
including parallelism, reuse, locality, and error resilience in
energy-efficient architectural and circuit design, and
restructure the algorithm to be more conscious of hardware
design implications in order to fit to custom hardware. To
further reduce energy and silicon area, we can compress the
CNN algorithm model and accelerate the sparse matrix-vector
multiplication to fit the whole network-on-chip. For example,
the Energy-Efficient Inference Engine (EIE) is a post-layout
ASIC that implements deep compression with no loss of
accuracy on AlexNet and VGG-16 networks [36].

Similar to weight compression, input feature maps can be
also compressed to reduce required computational resources
for operation. Specifically, the substitution of floatingpoint units with fixed-point comes with significant gains
in the energy efficiency and computational throughput. A
fixed-point implementation with 8-bit integer (vs 32-bit
floating point) activations has been demonstrated in [53]. Deep
networks can be trained using only 16-bit wide fixedpoint number representation when using stochastic
rounding and incur little to no degradation in the
classification accuracy [54]. Another work which implements
log-based coding on data representation with non-uniformly
distributed values reduces bit precision to 3-bits and eliminates
expensive multipliers for simple bit shifts [37].

With the combination of algorithm exploitation in both
architecture and circuit design, we can achieve the greatest
potential in energy savings to enable deployment of CNNs in
IoT and mobile platforms.
C. Compressed Deep CNN
Deep CNNs provide the ability of automatically detecting
features/patterns using inexpensive unlabeled data and have
become the state-of-the-art technique for some cognitive tasks
[25]. Moreover, they can learn features over multiple
modalities where cross-modality feature learning achieves a
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2. Model compression: Varying the structure of the network
can also reduce its size. For example, the fully connected layer
is replaced by global average pooling [55][56]. The network
complexity is reduced by pruning unimportant connections
[57], resulting in a significant reduction for several state-of-theart large scale networks. For example, Deep Compression uses
pruning to learn only important connections, trained
quantization, and Huffman coding to reduce the storage
requirement of CNNs from 34-49x while improving energy
efficiency by 3-7x [51]. A recent work on model compression,
SqueezeNet, has discovered an architecture with fewer
parameters but equivalent accuracy compared to a well-known
model [58]. The essence of SqueezeNet remains even with the
decrease of the number of input channels and the free use of
smaller convolution filters (1x1 filters) constructing CNN
microarchitectures called Fire modules. The configuration of
those microarchitectures is adjusted by changing combinations
of small filters (1x1 and 3x3). These smaller modules build up
to construct the whole CNN macroarchitecture. In GoogLeNet
[56][59], a similar idea of dividing a large neural network into
smaller modules called Inception modules is also adopted.
SqueezeNet achieves AlexNet-level accuracy on ImageNet
with 50x fewer parameters. Additionally, it is compressed to
less than 0.5MB (510x smaller than AlexNet).

D. Reasoning and Collaboration with Game Theory
After collecting data, analyzing the situation, and deciding
an appropriate response to maximize certain user-defined
objectives, the CE helps the SC adapt and reconfigure its
wireless access parameters. Through spectrum sensing,
learning, reasoning, and dynamic spectrum access, the SC is
capable of performing three main functionalities: 1)
autonomously collaborate to sense the local RF landscape and
detect available spectrum holes unoccupied by primary
spectrum users; 2) reason about how to avoid interference and
exploit opportunities to achieve efficient use of the available
spectrum; and 3) adaptively and dynamically transmit and
receive data in a changing radio environment.
Game theory, an extremely powerful tool to analyze the
interactions between competing and rational agents [67], is
adopted to model collaboration and derive reasoning in
COGNICOM+. Specifically, we consider each SAG as an
agent in a multi-agent game. In noncooperative strategic games
(NSG), each agent is a rational player who selfishly maximizes
his or her own user-defined utility, regardless of the actions of
other players. We denote Ω as the set of players, as the
strategy of player-i within a set of admissible strategies , and
as the strategy of all other players except player-i. The
strategy of a player is specified accordingly to the userdefined utility. Examples of a player strategy include channel
allocations for multiple end users connected with the SAG, and
power allocations and/or rate allocations for the end users.
Effectively, a player yields a user-defined utility ( , ),
which is dependent on the strategies of all players due to their
mutual interactions. Examples of user-defined utility include
achievable throughput, packet delivery rate, and energy
efficiency. Mathematically, a NSG can be now modeled as =
( , ) ∈ . Note that each player has to
Ω,
∈ ,
function within a user-specified strategy set, which may
include constraints on their transmit power, data rate, selectable
channels and interference induced the primary networks.

3. CNN computation acceleration: By investigating the
computation in convolutional layers, we can speed up CNN
computation, because these layers dominate CNN run time
[46]. In [60], the redundancy present within the convolutional
filters is exploited with linear compression techniques to derive
approximations that significantly reduce the required
computation. The proposed solution consists of compressing
each convolutional layer by finding an appropriate low-rank
approximation and then fine-tuning the upper layers until the
prediction performance is restored. Several elementary tensor
decompositions based on singular value decompositions, as
well as filter clustering methods are considered to take
advantage of similarities between learned features. Similar
low-rank decomposition of convolutional kernel tensor was
proposed in [61][62]. Because of significant redundancy
between different filters and feature channels, a learned full
rank filter bank can be approximated as combinations of a
rank-1 filter basis. These approximations require significantly
fewer operations to compute, resulting in large speedups [61].
In [63], the decomposition of DxD convolution into Dx1, 1xD
and 1x1 convolutions to accelerate convolutional layers
combined with an optimal rank selection based on accumulated
principal component analysis was proposed. Tucker
decomposition is also used to compress the entire
convolutional and fully connected layers [64]. Convolution can
be efficiently computed in the Fourier domain, where it
becomes element-wise multiplication [65][66]. Most
importantly, the FFT method can be used jointly with most of
the techniques presented in this section.

When acting selfishly, each player searches for their
optimal strategy ∗ by solving
max
∈

( ,

).

Typically, ( , ) is modeled as a concave function on
but not necessarily concave on
. An example of such an
utility function is the multi-channel sum data rates in waterfilling games [68]. A key concept in NSG is the Nash
Equilibrium (NE) [69], where it is defined as
U (s ∗ , s ∗ ) ≥ U ( ,

∗

), ∀

∈

, ∀ ∈ Ω.

Effectively, NE - ( , ) - is a stable operating point of the
system where no player has the incentive to literally deviate
from it. Therefore, we analyze the existence and uniqueness of
the NE. If ( , ) is quasi-concave on , the existence of
the game’s NE is always guaranteed [70]. In a NSG, each
player can adjust its allocation strategy in fully distributed
fashion without any coordination until the game converges to a
NE. However, it is well known that the NE need not be Paretoefficient [71]. In addition, all the players may collectively
exceed the amount of allowable interference induced to the
primary networks.

The research direction in COGNICOM+ is to explore the
broad range of possibilities in the design space of CNN
architectures. We will investigate the design choices in
microarchitecture, macroarchitecture, weight/activation and
model compressions, and computation acceleration.
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A joint optimization approach can be used to solve the
resource allocation problem in COGNICOM+, all APs aim to
( , )=
maximize a common utility function
∑
( , ) , where ≥ 0 is the weight of agent-i. The
achievable utility, usually being Pareto-optimal, then serves as
the benchmark for the efficiency of the NE in the game with
the corresponding utility functions ( , ) ’s. The main
advantage of the joint optimization approach is that it allows all
the users to collaboratively optimize their strategies. In
addition, the approach enables a dynamic allocation of the
interference temperature budget among SAGs. Unfortunately,
the joint optimization approach may demand a centralized unit
to find the optimal resource allocation strategy for all SAGs.

SC integrates neural network inspired designs of the cognitive
radio (CR), transceiver, and baseband processor. It provides
flexible and reliable connections to IoT objects and optimally
distributes communication resources. We have also shown the
SAG based IoT hybrid architecture to leverage local computing
whenever possible. The SAG performs many tasks that are
currently relegated to cloud computing (e. g. collecting,
classifying, and integrating data from the sensing layer,
interpreting data, performing appropriate responses). It is also
responsible for timely response services and the decision of
which data should be sent to the cloud platform for further
analytic and interpretation.
We have also presented state of the art works and research
directions related to 4 topics in COGNICOM+: flexible radio,
CNN accelerator, compressed deep learning, and game theory
based collaboration and reasoning.

To circumvent the centralized approach, we will investigate
a distributed optimization strategy in COGNICOM+, where
each SAG individually optimizes its strategy in a more
cooperative manner through a modified utility ( , ). One
approach composing such utility is to approximate the common
utility ( , ) into a concave function in , where
( ,

)=

( ,

)+∑

( ,
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).

The new utility
( , ) usually comprises of two
components: one is agent-i’s own utility ( , ) and the
other is the approximation of other agent utilities
∑
( , ) . Since ( , ) is typically non-concave in
, taking the Taylor series expansion and retaining only the
( , ) can be approximated into
linear term, ∑
( , ), which is linear in . The common utility is then
−
approximated as
( ,

)≈

( ,

)−

( ,

)≜

( ,
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